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Predicting vehicle carbon emissions on vertical curve sections can provide guidance for low-carbon vertical profile designs. Given
that the influence of vertical curve design indicators on the fuel consumption and CO2 emissions of vehicles are underexplored,
this study filled this research gap by establishing a theoretical carbon emission model of vehicles on vertical curve sections. *e
carbon emission model was established based on Xu’s vehicle energy conversion model, the conversion model of energy, fuel
consumption, and CO2 emissions. *e accuracy of the theoretical carbon emission model and the CO2 emission rules on vertical
curve sections were verified by field test results. Field tests were carried out on flat sections, longitudinal slope sections, and various
types of vertical curve sections, with five common types of vehicles maintaining cruising speed.*e carbon emission rate effects on
the vertical curve are closely related to the gradient and irrelevant of the radius. On the vertical profile composed with downhill/
asymmetric/symmetrical vertical curve with a gradient greater than the balance gradient, the carbon emission rate is determined
by the gradient and radius. *e influence of the gradient on carbon emissions of vehicle on these vertical profiles was more
significant than the radius. *e radius is irrelevant to the carbon emission rate on the other forms of vertical profile. *ese results
may benefit highway designers and engineers by providing guidelines regarding the environmental effects of highway vertical
curve indexes.

1. Introduction

Global warming caused by CO2 emissions is an environ-
mental issue of urgent public concern. *e vertical curve is
an important part of the vertical profile section of the
highway and thus affects emission properties, such as carbon
emissions, in motor vehicles. Previous research on fuel
consumption and carbon emissions has centered on vehicle
operating conditions [1–3] and vehicle power loads [4–6].
Studies have shown that vertical curve indicators have
crucial effect on the carbon emitted by various vehicles [1, 4].
Exploring the relationship between vertical curve design
indexes and carbon emissions of vehicles is of great sig-
nificance in guiding the low-carbon design of vertical
profiles.

Scholars dedicated to quantifying vehicle carbon emis-
sions have established various microcarbon emissionmodels

including the Mobile Source Emissions Factor Model
(MOBILE) [7], Comprehensive Modal Emissions Model
(CMEM) [5], International Vehicle Emissions Model (IVE)
[2], and Motor Vehicle Emissions Simulator (MOVES) [3]
to reflect the real-time operating conditions of vehicles. *e
databases for these models were established based on lab-
oratory dynamometer tests. Among them, the MOVES,
constructed by the United States Environmental Protection
Agency, is the most authoritative. *e specific power and
instantaneous speed were selected to characterize the ve-
hicle’s actual operating conditions [3].

Fuel consumption is closely related to CO2 emissions.
Several mechanical models have been proposed based on the
dynamic load of vehicles [6, 8–10]. Chang and Morlok [6]
established a fuel consumption model of passenger cars on
longitudinal slope sections [4, 6]. It should be noted that
balance gradient divided two types of vehicle dynamic loads
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on downhill sections. *e “balance gradient,” gradient of
downhill sections in which the gravity potential energy
completely offsets air and rolling resistance, creates two
distinct types of vehicle dynamic loads on downhill sections.
When the road gradient exceeds the balance gradient, no
driving energy is required to overcome rolling resistance and
air resistance. However, the reverse mechanical resistance of
the engine is not included in existing balance gradient
calculations. Ehsani et al. [8] proposed a carbon emission
model of vehicles on longitudinal slope sections in the
presence of propulsion energy. Demir et al. [11] proposed
that, in the absence of driving energy requirements, the fuel
consumption of a vehicle is basically equal to its idling fuel
consumption. Xu et al. [9, 10] established an energy con-
version model of vehicles on flat road, uphill, and downhill
sections in China and adopted the carbon emissions and
energy conversion model proposed by the Intergovern-
mental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) [12] to derive
carbon emissions that are consistent with the current status
of Chinese vehicles and fuel.*e theoretical carbon emission
model was evaluated using field test data to ensure the re-
liability of the model. Indeed, this model can be directly
applied to estimate the carbon emissions of vehicles on
vertical curve sections in China.

Table 1 shows a schematic comparison between existing
models. Existing microcarbon emission models, such as
MOVES, were established by using large sets of measure-
ment data from laboratory dynamometer tests; simulation
data do not directly reflect the carbon emissions of vehicles
on real roads and has an insufficient theoretical basis.
Simulation results can be successively obtained from the
MOVES database to derive specific power, fuel, and carbon
emission information. Different vehicle types and vehicle
shapes, however, have been taken into consideration. Fur-
thermore, the fuel efficiency determined by various engine
types has not yet been studied. *e default parameters in
MOVES are based on current data from the United States.
Relevant parameters such as vehicle fuel qualities and cli-
matic conditions differ from those in China, so MOVES
cannot be directly applied to the prediction of vehicle’s
carbon emissions on vertical curve sections in China [13, 14].
Table 2 shows a comparison of maximum main fuel quality
indicator values in 2019 between the United States and
China. *e vehicle carbon emission models based on the
vehicle dynamics theory have a stronger theoretical basis
than the microcarbon emission models. As shown in Table 1,
the theoretical carbon emission model proposed by Xu et al.
[9, 10] mitigates the deficiencies of other models by con-
sidering more comprehensive parameters. *e model was
also verified by a field experiment with a maximum error of
9.97%.*e theoretical carbon emission model of vehicles on
longitudinal slope sections proposed by Xu et al. [9, 10] is
thus more accurate than other models.

Considering that the radius affects the gradient of each
position on the vertical curve [1, 4], a carbon emissionmodel
suited to vertical curve sections can generally be constructed
by analyzing vehicle driving energy and carbon emission
models under different slope conditions. Ko et al. [1] ob-
tained the carbon emissions on a vertical curve section by

simulating the carbon emission rate on specific gradients of
separate positions of a vertical curve section using MOVES.
Only a comparative analysis of fuel consumption and carbon
emissions in the specific scenario of a symmetrical vertical
curve with the 9% terminal slope at both ends was made.*e
results showed that the design vehicle, respectively, con-
sumed and produced 10 percent less fuel and carbon dioxide
on the vertical curve designed with 1.5 times greater than the
minimum vertical curvature value recommended in the
Green Book. Due to insufficient data, however, no quanti-
tative model of vehicle’s carbon emissions on vertical curve
sections has been proposed. *e influence of terminal
gradients of the vertical curve on carbon emissions of ve-
hicles also remains unclear. It is worth noting that a vehicle’s
carbon emissions appear to be closely related to the radius,
curvature, and curve length. Based on the fuel consumption
model on longitudinal slope sections proposed by Chang
and Morlok [6], Kang et al. [4] proposed a computational
method for evaluating fuel consumption of passenger cars
on vertical curve sections by adding the fuel consumption on
different gradients changing along the vehicle’s path. *e
carbon emission model of vehicles on longitudinal slope
sections proposed by Xu et al. [9, 10] provides a relatively
reliable theoretical basis for establishing the carbon emission
model of vehicles on vertical curve sections in China.

*e purposes of the present study are to establish a
carbon emission model of vehicles on vertical curves and to
reveal the low-carbon design indexes of the vertical curve.
*e carbon emission model of vehicles on vertical curve
sections were deduced based on Xu’s [9, 10] vehicle energy
conversion model and the IPCC conversion model [12].
*en, coupled with field tests for verification, the reliability
of the theoretical model was guaranteed. To explore the
influence of the vertical curve design indexes on CO2
emissions, the vehicle speed on the road vertical profile was
assumed as uniform to mitigate the effects of speed fluc-
tuations on the vehicle’s carbon emissions.

*e remainder of this paper is organized as follows: in
Section 2, vehicle carbon emission model on vertical curves
are deduced based on the vehicle energy conversion model
proposed by Xu et al. [9, 10] and the IPCC conversion model
[12].*e carbon emission rules on different forms of vertical
curve are also revealed. Field test data collected to analyze
carbon emission rules and validate the proposed model are
also presented. Section 3 discusses the accuracy of the model
and the influence of design indicators (gradient and radius)
on vehicle carbon emissions on vertical curves and vertical
profile sections. Section 4 provides a brief summary and
conclusion.

2. Methods

*e methodological process that was used in this study is
shown in Figure 1. *e basic approach used to establish the
theoretical carbon emission model of vehicles on vertical
curves was deductive. *e derivation began with basic cases
of a vehicle moving on a level, uphill, or downhill section
under the vehicle energy conversion model proposed by Xu
et al. [9, 10].*e results for those cases were then generalized
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to various forms of vertical curve involving gradients, where
the radius affects the gradient of each position on the curve.
*e energy, fuel consumption, and carbon emission con-
version model were established according to factors such as
China’s vehicle characteristics and fuel characteristics. A
field test was conducted to collect velocity and fuel con-
sumption data. *e carbon emission data were converted
from the measured fuel consumption data using the Chinese
fuel consumption and CO2 emission conversion model.
Finally, the theoretical carbon emission model was evaluated
using the field test data. *is combination of theoretical
analysis and empirical verification ensured the reliability of
the conclusions presented here.

2.1. Vehicle Energy Conversion. *e gentle slope of the
vertical curve replaces the original steep gradient of the
longitudinal slope. *e carbon emissions of a vehicle on a
vertical curve section are closely related to the slope of the
vertical curve. Before establishing the energy conversion
model on vertical curve sections, the energy conversion
relationship of the vehicle on uphill and downhill sections
must be clarified. According to numerous previous studies
[6, 8, 15], vehicles encounter different tractive force con-
ditions on flat, uphill, and downhill sections. *is was again
confirmed recently by Xu et al. [9, 10]. *e energy con-
version formulas for different gradients of longitudinal
slopes were derived from the law of conservation of

mechanical energy and the theory of vehicle longitudinal
dynamics. *us, the vehicle propulsive energy necessary to
overcome the total resistance on flat, uphill, and downhill
sections was placed in the simplest form possible, as shown
below.

Propulsive force is required for the vehicle on a level
terrain for the purpose of maintaining a cruising speed as
only rolling and air resistance act on the vehicle. A signif-
icantly higher propulsive force is required for driving on
upgrade sections than flat sections owing to the grade impact
(grade resistance). *e vehicle propulsive energy necessary
to overcome the total resistance on a flat section and an
uphill section at the cruising speed are given in the simplest
form as

W � Wa + Wr,

W � Eg + Wa + Wr,
(1)

where W is the work done by the driving force (N·m), as
shown in equations (2) and (3), and Eg, Wa, and Wr are the
gravitational potential energy of the vehicle (J), the work
done by air resistance (N·m), and the energy consumed by
rolling resistance (J), respectively, which can be approxi-
mated by equations (4)–(6) [16–19]:

W � FS � Fi − Ft( S � FintfS, (2)

W � Wintf, (3)

Theoretical analysis

Empirical verification

Field test

Fuel consumption

CO2 emissions

 Predicted CO2 emissions

Validity of the proposed model

Carbon emission model
on vertical curve

Conversion model of energy, fuel
consumption, and CO2 emissions

Xu’s vehicle energy
conversion model on

longitudinal slope

Figure 1: Flowchart of methods.

Table 2: Summary of fuel quality in United States and China.

Fuel type Region
Indicators specification

RVP (psi) Sulfur (ppm) Aromatic (%) Olefin (%) Benzene (%) T50 (°C) T90 (°C)

Gasoline USA 6.9 30 26.1 5.6 1 218 329
China 12.33 10 40 24 1 120 190

Diesel USA 7.614 10 40 24 1 248 374
China 12.763 10 35 - - 355 365
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Eg � mgSi, (4)

Wa � FaS �
1
2

ACDρV
2
S, (5)

Wr � FrS � SmgCr

C1v + C2( 

1000
, (6)

where F is the effective driving force of the engine (N),
which is numerically equal to the total resistance of the
vehicle. Wi is the indicated propulsive energy (J), which
equals the energy produced by the combustion of fuel in the
engine [16]. Fi is the indicated driving force (N). Ft is the
resistance (N) of the transmission system, which is nu-
merically equal to the force to maintain the normal op-
eration of the transmission system. ntf is the transmission
efficiency, which is reflected in the mechanical loss of each
part of the transmission system (transmission, transmis-
sion shaft, and differential and drive shaft). When pre-
dicting vehicle performance, the transmission efficiency is
usually considered to be 85% [16–18]. S is the travel dis-
tance (m). Fa is the air resistance (N). A is the frontal area of
the vehicle (m2), which is the area of the car from the front
to the rear [18].*e air resistance coefficient CD is related to
the vehicle’s contour. For a common passenger car,
CD � 0.3–0.5. For a common truck, CD � 0.4–1.0 [18]. *e
air resistance coefficients of various shapes of vehicles were
obtained from the literature [18, 20]. ρ is the air density,
which is generally taken as 1.2258N·s2/m4. V is the relative
vehicle speed taking into account the effect of wind (m/s).
*e rolling coefficient Cr is related to the pavement type
and pavement condition, i.e., smoothness of the road
surface. Energy is also required on a soft and deformable
road surface; this energy consumption also belongs to
rolling resistance. *e factors that determine the pavement
condition are road grade, road structure, hardness, and
dryness. Values for pavement conditions were obtained
here from the literature [21, 22] as determined empirically.
v is the vehicle velocity (km/h). *e rolling resistance
constants C2 and C3 are related to tire type, and the pa-
rameter values are determined empirically. For the radial
tires commonly used in passenger cars, C1 � 0.044 and
C2 � 5.3 [19]. For the radial tires generally used in trucks,
C1 � 0.0328 and C2 � 4.575 [16, 23].

*ere are three driving behaviors on downhill sections
(driving in the gear position and releasing the accelerator
pedal, driving while pressing the accelerator, and braking,
respectively) [9]. *e formulas for estimating the total
propulsive energy of a vehicle operating at cruising speed
on a downhill section can be expressed as shown in
equations (7)–(9). When the vehicle is driven downhill in
the gear position with a released accelerator pedal, the
transmission system generates antitraction to the vehicle as
the direction of torque flow is reversed. Under different
longitudinal slope conditions, in order to keep the vehicle
moving downhill at a constant speed, the gravitational
potential energy and the driving resistance must be bal-
anced. When the vehicle drives in the gear position and the

accelerator pedal is released, the downhill segment with no
propulsive force is dependent on the steepness of the
downgrade section [4, 9, 10]:

Eg � Wr + Wa + Wt
′ , (7)

W + Eg � Wr + Wa, (8)

Eg � Wr + Wa + Wt + Wh, (9)

where Wh is the energy loss (J) caused by vehicle braking and
Wt
′ is the energy (J) lost by the antitraction force, Ft

′.

Wt � Ft
′ S. (10)

*e force and energy conversion formula of vehicles on
these road sections were adapted from Xu et al. [9, 10],
Gillespie [16], Crolla and Mashadi [17], and Wong [18] and
have been widely verified previously.

2.2. Conversion of Energy, Fuel Consumption, and CO2
Emissions. Propulsive energy is closely related to fuel
consumption and carbon emissions [9–14]. *e thermal
energy provided by the engine in burning fuel is converted
into mechanical energy that drives the vehicle. *e currently
implemented vehicle standards in China affect vehicle
performance and fuel characteristics, thereby affecting ve-
hicle carbon emissions. In recent years, China’s motor ve-
hicles have been required to meet the national fifth-phase
motor vehicle pollutant emission standards [24]. For the
naturally aspirated gasoline engines that are typically used in
economical passenger cars, the fuel utilization rate is 27%.
For the ordinary compression-ignition diesel engines
commonly used in medium-duty trucks, the fuel utilization
rate is 40%. For the Xichai compression-ignition diesel
engines generally installed in heavy-duty trucks, the fuel
utilization rate is 45% [8, 25]. Diesel vehicles are required to
use urea additive as an exhaust gas purifying agent under
China’s National Motor Vehicle Emissions Standard. *e
concentration of urea additive currently supplied for diesel
trucks in China is 35% [26]. *e characteristics of fuels
supplied to vehicles also must meet the national fifth-phase
standards of fuel for motor vehicles [27, 28]. According to
China’s vehicle fuel energy statistics [29] and the national
communications on climate change in China [30, 31], there
are relevant quality indexes on vehicle fuels available for
reference. For gasoline and diesel, the average low calorific
values are 44.800 (TJ/Gg) and 43.330 (TJ/Gg), respectively.
*e potential carbon emission factors are 18.9 (t/TJ) and
20.2 (t/TJ), respectively. *e densities of gasoline types 92#,
95#, and 98# are 0.725 kg/L, 0.737 kg/L, and 0.753 kg/L,
respectively. *e densities of diesel types 0# and −10# are
0.835 kg/L and 0.84 kg/L, respectively [29].

*e IPCC conversion model recommended in the IPCC
Climate Change Assessment Report [12, 24] is authoritative
in converting vehicle fuel consumption to carbon emissions
[13, 14]. By using the IPCC accounting method and con-
sidering the characteristics of Chinese vehicles and fuels, Xu
et al. [9, 10] obtained the conversion relationship between
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energy, fuel consumption, and carbon emissions specific to
China. *e carbon emissions of different fuel densities when
the vehicle is traveling with the indicated driving energy can
be determined by the following equations:

CO2(92#) � 2.959Wi × 10− 7
+ 2.206q0t,

(11)

CO2(95#) � 2.959Wi × 10− 7
+ 2.242q0t,

(12)

CO2(98#) � 2.959Wi × 10− 7
+ 2.291q0t,

(13)

CO2(0#) � 2.135Wi × 10− 7
+ 2.626q0t + 3.030MWi

× 10− 8
+ 0.373M q0t,

(14)

CO2(−10#) � 2.135Wi × 10− 7
+ 2.642q0t + 2.980MWi

× 10− 8
+ 0.368M q0t,

(15)

where CO2 is the carbon emission (kg), q0 is the fuel
consumption at idle state (L/h), t is the travel time (h), andM
is the consumption of urea additive (kg).

2.3. Carbon Emission Model

2.3.1. Longitudinal Vertical Curves. At the turning point of
the two longitudinal slope sections of the vertical profile, a
quadratic parabola is usually adopted as a vertical curve to
connect the two longitudinal slope sections [32] (Figure 2).
*e general expression of the vertical curve shown in Fig-
ure 2 is given in the following equation:

y �
x
2

2k
+ ix, (16)

where x is the horizontal distance (m), that is, the distance
from any point of the vertical curve to the starting point of
the vertical curve, and i is the gradient of any point of the
vertical curve, i � x/R + i1. At the starting point of the
vertical curve, x � 0, and i � i1. At the end of the vertical
curve, x � L, and i � i1 + L/R + i2 [32].

*e design elements of the vertical curve mainly include
radius R, length L, and gradient difference w, w � i2 − i1 [32].
*e relationship between them is shown in the following
equation:

R �
L

w
. (17)

A positive w indicates a concave vertical curve; con-
versely, a negative w refers to a convex vertical curve. *e
form of the vertical curve is closely related to the terminal
gradients of the vertical curve. *e slope of the vertical curve
section changes continuously. *e vertical curve section is a
combination of several parts with different longitudinal
slopes at each point of the vertical curve [1, 4]. *e average
gradient of the vertical curve section is the average value of

the terminal gradients of the vertical curve, as shown in the
following equation:

i �
1
L


L

0
[i(x) · L(x)]dx �

i1 + i2

2
. (18)

*e carbon emission rate, C, of the vehicle on the vertical
curve section can be calculated by the following equation
[1, 4]:

C �
1
L


L

0
C(x)dx. (19)

*e vertical curve’s form is greatly affected by its ter-
minal gradients. When the two terminal longitudinal slopes
both are uphill or downhill, and with a tendency of uphill or
downhill movement, the curve is referred to as a longitudinal
vertical curve. When the terminal longitudinal slopes are
uphill and downhill, respectively, the vertical curve is in a
crest or sag form. *e vertical curve is symmetrical or
asymmetrical depending on whether the two terminal ab-
solute gradients are equal or unequal [32].

*e longitudinal vertical curve can be divided into uphill
and downhill trends from the perspective of force analysis;
this division creates an “uphill vertical curve” and “downhill
vertical curve,” respectively.*e driving energy on the uphill
vertical curve can be obtained according to equation (20).
*e driving energy necessary to traverse the uphill vertical
curve is equal to the driving energy moving uphill with an
average gradient and equal mileage, as shown in equation
(21). Integrating equations (18) and (21) allow the driving
energy on the uphill vertical curve section to be determined
as equation (22):

Wup � 
L

0
Fa + Fr + Fg(x) dx, (20)

Wup � L Fa + Fr + mgi( , (21)

Wup � L Fa + Fr + mg
i1 + i2

2
  , (22)

where Wup is the vehicle’s propulsive energy (J) on uphill
vertical curve section.

*e fuel consumption of the engine in the idle state is
the source of energy required to maintain the normal
operation of the engine and to provide the normal oper-
ation of various vehicle parts (e.g., the brake, steering
system booster pumps, and air-conditioning compressor).

y
L

x
i1

i2

Figure 2: Schematic diagram of vertical curve elements.
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*e idling fuel consumption determines the idle carbon
emissions C0. *e carbon emission rate on the uphill
vertical curve section, Cup, is the sum of the carbon
emission rate generated by driving energy and the idle
carbon emission rate, shown as follows [11]:

Cup � CL + C0, (23)

where CL is the carbon emission rate generated by driving
energy throughout the travel distance L.

In scenario D1, the terminal gradients of the downhill
vertical curve are not greater than the balance gradient. *e
accelerator must be pressed to provide sufficient driving
energy as per the relationship shown in equation (24). For
the downhill vertical curve in this scenario, the driving force
energy is equal to the energy on the downhill with the
average gradient and equal mileage, as shown in equation
(25):

WDown � 
L

0
Fa + Fr − Fg(x) dx, (24)

WDown � L Fa + Fr − mg
i1 + i2
2

  , (25)

where Wdown is the propulsive energy (J) of the vehicle on
the downhill vertical curve section.

*e carbon emission rate under scenario D1, CD1, is
determined by the energy of propulsion and idling as the
vehicle traverses the entire highway section, as shown in
equation (26). According to equation (25), the carbon
emission rate in this scenario is equal to the carbon emission
rate on a downhill section with the average gradient:

CD1 � CL + C0. (26)

In scenario D2, one of the terminal gradients of the
downhill vertical curve is greater than the balance gradient.
*e driving energy and carbon emission rate in D2 were
divided into two cases according to the traction force sit-
uation, as shown in Figure 3.

*e carbon emission rate in scenario D2, CD2, can be
calculated by as follows:

CD2L � C0L + CL1L1, (27)

where CL1 is the carbon emission rate generated by driving
energy throughout the travel distance L1.

*e values for L, L1, and L0 were determined as follows:

L � i2 − i1( R, (28)

L1 � iB − i1( R, (29)

L0 � L − L1. (30)

According to equations (27)–(30), the carbon emissions
of the vehicle in scenario D2 can be expressed as equation
(31). *e carbon emission rate is related to the balance
gradient and the terminal gradients of the vertical curve:

CD2 � C0 + CL1
iB − i1( 

i2 − i1( 
. (31)

In scenario D3, the terminal gradients of the vertical
curve are greater than the balance gradient and no pro-
pulsive energy is required. *e carbon emission rate in
scenarioD3, CD3, is the idling carbon emission rate as shown
in the following equation:

CD3 � C0. (32)

Equations (23), (26), (31), and (32) indicate that the
sequencing of the carbon emission rate on the longitudinal
vertical curve is shown as follows:

Cup >CD1 >CD2 >CD3. (33)

2.3.2. Symmetrical and Asymmetric Vertical Curve. *e
typical fully sag and crest vertical curve forms are classified
into symmetrical and asymmetrical depending on whether
the absolute terminal vertical curve gradients are equal or
not.

(1). Symmetrical Vertical Curve. According to vehicle’s force
conditions, the symmetrical vertical curve can be divided
into uphill and downhill vertical curve sections.*e absolute
gradient and length of the two symmetrical sections of the
vertical curve are equal. In scenario S1, the terminal gra-
dients of the symmetrical vertical curve are less than the
balance gradient; the vehicle’s accelerator must be pressed
down to maintain a cruise speed during travel. As shown in
equations (20) and (24), the driving energy is equal to that on
the flat section with equal mileage:

WS � L Fa + Fr( , (34)

where Ws is the propulsive energy (J) on the symmetrical
vertical curve section.

As shown in equation (34), the carbon emission rate of
vehicle in scenario S1 is equal to that on the flat section:

L0

i2 > iB

iB

i1 < iB

L1

L

Figure 3: Schematic diagram of downhill vertical curve in scenario
D2.
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CS1 � CF, (35)

where CS1 and CF represent the carbon emission rates of the
vehicle on the symmetrical vertical curve section in scenario
S1 and the flat section, respectively.

In scenario S2, the terminal gradients of the symmetrical
vertical curve are equal to the balance gradient. No pro-
pulsive energy is needed on the downhill vertical curve
section. Driving energy in this case can be divided into two
categories according to the traction force situation, as shown
in Figure 4. *e work done by the indicated tractive force on
the symmetrical vertical curve follows equation (36). On
integrating, equations (2), (7), and (36) allow the energy
supplied from the engine to be determined by equation (37).
*e difference between the energy consumed by the
transmission system and the energy loss caused by reverse
tractive force is usually ignored in the derivation of vehicle
longitudinal power [17]. *e driving energy of the vehicle in
this scenario can be determined by equation (38):

Ws � WL2
� 

L2

0
Fa + Fr + Fg(x) dx, (36)

Ws + 
L2

0
Ft(x)dx � L Fa + Fr(  + 

L1

0
Ft
′(x)dx , (37)

Ws ≈ L Fa + Fr( , (38)

where WL2 is the propulsive energy(J) on the L2 sections
shown in Figure 4.

*e carbon emission rate of the vehicle on the sym-
metrical vertical curve section in scenario S2, CS2, is ap-
proximately equal to that on the flat section, as follows:

CS1 ≈ CF. (39)

In scenario S3, the terminal gradients of the symmetrical
vertical curve are greater than the balance gradient. *e
vehicle needs to brake to maintain a cruise speed during
downhill travel in this case.*e vehicle driving energy can be
divided into three parts, as shown in equations (40)–(42).
Integrating equations (9) and (40)–(42) allows the energy
loss caused by braking on vertical curve’s downhill trend
section with the gradient greater than the balance gradient to
be determined by equation (43). *e energy loss caused by
braking is equal to the difference between the driving energy
on the vertical curve section and the equal mile flat section:

Ws � W1 + W0 + W2, (40)

W1 � 0, (41)

W2 � 
L2

0
Fa + Fr + Fg(x) dx, (42)

Ws + 
L2

0
Ft(x)dx � L Fa + Fr(  + 

L1

0
Fh(x) + Ft

′(x) dx,

(43)

Ws ≈ L Fa + Fr(  + 
L1

0
Fh(x)dx, (44)

where W0, W1, and W2 are the vehicle propulsion energy (J)
on the L0, L1, and L2 sections shown in Figure 5, respectively;
Fh is the braking force (N).

In scenario S3, the carbon emission rate can be deter-
mined by the following equation:

CS3L � CFL0 + CL2L2, (45)

where CL2 >CF. CL2 is the carbon emission rate generated by
driving energy throughout the travel distance L2.

*e values for L, L0, L1, and L2 were determined with the
following equations:

L � 2iR, (46)

L0 � 2iBR, (47)

L1 � L2 � i − iB( R. (48)

*e vehicle’s carbon emission rate can be determined by
equation (49) according to equations (45)–(48); said rate, in
this scenario, is related to the terminal gradients and balance
gradient. *e carbon emission rule of the crest vertical curve
is the same as that of the sag vertical curve:

CS3 � CF + CL2 − CF( 
i − iB( 

(2i)
. (49)

It can be seen in equations (35), (39), and (49) that the
sequencing of the carbon emission rate on the symmetrical
vertical curve is shown in the following equation:

CS3 >CS2 >CS1. (50)

(2). Asymmetrical Vertical Curve. *e asymmetric vertical
curve can be divided into two sections according to its
physical composition: a symmetrical vertical curve and a
vertical curve with an uphill or downhill trend (Figure 6).
*e propulsive energy can be divided into two sections,
expressed as follows:

Was � L1 Fa + Fr(  + L2 Fa + Fr ± mg
i2 − i1
2

  , (51)

where Was is the propulsive energy (J) on the asymmetrical
vertical curve section. When x � L1, i � i1 + (L1/R) � −i1;
L2 � L − L1.

*e quantification of vehicle’s carbon emissions on
asymmetric vertical curve sections can also be divided into
two parts: the uphill trend and the downhill trend sections
from the slope of zero. *e goal of this study was to de-
termine the carbon emission rules of different forms of
vertical curve sections, so the determined quantitative
method was adopted here.

*e above analysis indicates that the carbon emission
rate of the vehicle on the vertical curve is determined by the
balance gradient and the terminal gradients of the vertical
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curve and is irrelevant to the radius or crest/sag form of the
curve. Before predicting the vehicle’s carbon emissions, the
type of the vertical curve should be figured out by its balance
gradient and terminal gradients.

During the low-carbon design of the vertical curve,
controlling the terminal gradient of the vertical curve to be
less than the balance gradient can make the carbon emission
rate of the two-way traffic on the vertical curve equal to the
carbon emission rate of the flat section.

On the vertical profile of the actual road, the vertical
curve and longitudinal slope sections are sequential. *e
cumulative carbon emissions on the vertical profile section
can be determined by the following equations:

CO2(profile) � 
n

j�1
CO2(j), (52)

CO2(curve) � Cv i2 − i1( R, (53)

CO2(slope) � CiLi, (54)

where CO2(profile), CO2(curve), and CO2(slope) are the cumu-
lative carbon emissions (kg) of vehicle on the vertical profile,
vertical curve, and longitudinal slope sections, respectively.
Cv and Ci are the carbon emission rates (kg/m) of vehicle on
the vertical curve and longitudinal slope sections. Li is the
distance of the longitudinal slope section (m).

2.4. Field Experiments. Field experiments can directly reflect
the actual operation conditions and carbon emissions of a
given vehicle, so field research was applied in this study.
Typical flat, longitudinal slope, and vertical curve road
sections were selected to measure vehicle velocity and fuel
consumption data of vehicles traversing them. *e IPCC
conversion model was used to convert fuel consumption to
carbon emissions.

2.4.1. Instruments and Vehicles. An Ecan analyzer was
adopted to derive the velocity, travel time, and fuel con-
sumption data of passenger cars in the field test. *e fuel

L
L1

iB iB i2 = i
i1 = i

L0 L2

(a)

L

iB iBi1 = i i2 = i

L1 L0 L2

(b)

Figure 5: Symmetrical vertical curves in scenario S3: (a) crest; (b) sag.
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Figure 6: Asymmetric vertical curve: (a) crest; (b) sag.
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Figure 4: Symmetrical vertical curves in scenario S2: (a) crest; (b) sag.
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consumption, speed, and travel time of trucks were mea-
sured with a diesel fuel consumption instrument JDSZ-EP-
1-1D. An anemometer monitoring instrument AS8336 was
used to measure wind speed. *ese devices have second-to-
second sampling frequencies. *e accuracy values of ve-
locity, fuel consumption, and wind speed data are 0.1 km/h,
0.1mL, and 0.001m/s, respectively; the measurement errors
are within ±3%, ±0.5%, and ±3%, respectively. *e wind
speed was required to be small and stable during the test.
Any breeze with speed below 6.0m/s has almost no effect on
the movement of ground objects. *e wind speed was re-
quired to be below 6.0m/s and allowed to fluctuate within
the range of 2.0m/s during the test [16, 19]. *e average
measured wind speed was taken as the wind speed value.

A traffic survey was conducted before the experiment.
An AxleLightRLU11 vehicle classification statistical in-
strument was placed on the test roads prior to select the
passenger car and truck with a large traffic volume. *is
instrument automatically collects and records vehicle per-
formance data consisting of vehicle count, timely speed,
vehicle type, and headway time with a high accuracy. It is
small enough to be easily placed on the outermost edge of the
hard shoulder and without affecting the behavior of passing
motorists. Based on the traffic volume data on the test road
and the development prospects of vehicles, two types of
common passenger cars and three types of common trucks
were selected as the dominant vehicle types. In order to
ensure the reliability of the test data, 10 of each type of test
vehicle were used in the test. *e characteristics of the test
vehicles are the same as the dominant vehicle types (Table 3).

2.4.2. Participants. Driver performance varies depending on
personal driving preferences and experience, so drivers were
screened before the field test to ensure they were sufficiently
experienced and familiar with the road. Each driver was
given 10 days of training and testing to prevent any incorrect
driving operations from affecting the test results. *e drivers
were required to maintain a normal cruising speed and to
maintain a safe distance from the vehicle in front of them.
*e driving behavior of the test vehicle was not impacted by
the other vehicles on the road. Fifty healthy male drivers
between 15 and 20 years of driving experience passed the
test. Each test vehicle type was assigned 10 drivers.

2.4.3. Road Conditions. *e field test was conducted on
highways of different road grades. On the Xibao Expressway,
the Hanzhong-Mianxian first-grade highway, and the S306
provincial highway, the flat straight sections were selected to
measure the fuel consumption of vehicles travel at a uniform
speed. On the Hanzhong-Mianxian first-grade highway
(road I), Xunyi-Qiupotou second-grade highway (road II),
and Xianyang-Xunyi expressway (road III), longitudinal
sections and vertical curve sections were selected to measure
the speed and fuel consumption data on uphill, downhill,
and various vertical curve sections.

*e speed was controlled within the speed limit re-
quirements of the actual road throughout the test. *e Xibao
Expressway and Xianyang to Xunyi Expressway are

composed of asphalt pavements in excellent condition. *e
rolling resistance coefficient is 1.25, the wind speed is 1.0
m/s, and the speed limits of passenger cars and trucks are
60–120 km/h and 60–100 km/h, respectively. *e first-grade
highway from Hanzhong to Mianxian is an asphalt pave-
ment in fair condition. *e rolling resistance coefficient is
1.5, the wind speed is 3.0m/s, and the speed limit for
passenger cars and trucks is 60–100 km/h and 60–80 km/h,
respectively. *e S306 Provincial Highway and Xunyi to
Qiupotou second-grade road are composed of asphalt
pavement in poor condition. *e rolling resistance coeffi-
cient is 2.5, the wind speed is 6.0m/s, and the speed limit
ranges of passenger cars and trucks are 40–80 km/h and
40–60 km/h, respectively.

2.4.4. Other Influencing Factors. *e experimental condi-
tions were strictly controlled to eliminate the impact of any
other factors on the vehicle carbon emission data gathered in
this study. Experimental segments were required to be basic
road sections; test locations were at least 1000m away from
any ramps, toll stations, bridges, and tunnels. *e traffic flow
in the test road was required to be in a free flow pattern with
no other vehicles affecting the drivers’ normal operation of
their vehicles. Traffic flow patterns and vehicle operating
conditions were monitored in real time with the Axle-
LightRLU11 vehicle classification instrument. Consistent
road pavement type and conditions were maintained
throughout the test. *e route’s horizontal alignment was a
straight line or a curve with a radius greater than 2000m
[13, 32]. *e weather was required to be mild with no fog.
*e driver used the cruise control function to maintain a
cruise speed and began the test once the velocity stabilized.
Every group of data was collected and averaged at least 30
times on each test road section. *e experiment was carried
out from June 10 to August 30 between 8 a.m. and 6 p.m.
*ese considerations altogether ensured the objectivity and
reliability of the collected test data.

2.4.5. Descriptive Statistics Test. According to probability
theory, the tested carbon emission data should conform to
the normal distribution [33]. *e tested carbon emission
data were subjected to descriptive statistical tests to deter-
mine whether this was the case in this study. Taking car I
driving at a cruising speed of 100 km/h on the vertical curve
as an example, the descriptive statistics test results are shown
in Figure 7 and Table 4. *e vertical curve section was
designed with a front gradient of 1.2%, a back gradient of
0.6%, and a radius of 54 km.

Figure 7(a) shows that the distribution form of the tested
carbon emission data in this case basically conforms to the
normal distribution. Figure 7(b) shows that the tested data
fluctuate in a small range on the standard line and has equal
variance. As listed in Table 4, the mean value is greater than
the standard deviation, the absolute value of kurtosis is less
than 10, and the absolute value of skewness is less than 3.*e
Shapiro–Wilk test results show that Sig.� 0.681> 0.5 [33].
*e descriptive statistical test results thus indicate that the
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measured carbon emission data follow the normal
distribution.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Validity of ProposedModel. *e field test data were used
to evaluate the accuracy of the carbon emission model
established here. *e influence of vertical curve design in-
dexes on vehicle carbon emissions was determined by
comparing the carbon emissions of vehicles on flat sections,
longitudinal slope sections, and different forms of vertical
curve sections. Each group of experimental results for
comparisons was analyzed under scenarios where wind
speed, road conditions, and other factors were basically the
same.

A clear balance gradient allowed for easy verification of
the carbon emission rules of vehicles on vertical curves. *e

rule of the balance gradient from shallow to steep grades
versus velocities was confirmed recently by Xu et al. [9, 10]
and Chang and Morlok [6]. Table 5 shows the balance
gradients of test vehicles at different velocities proposed by
Xu et al. [9, 10], which was considered here the speed limit
regulation on different road grades.

During the field tests, test trucks I, II, and III consumed
3, 5, and 7 liters of urea additives, respectively, for every 100
liters of diesel consumed.

Table 6 shows the vehicle carbon emissions of 22 test
cases on the longitudinal vertical curve sections. *e
maximum relative error (Diff.) of predicted and tested
carbon emissions of the test vehicles is 9.94%, which suggests
that the proposed model is accurate. Test sections with
different design speed sections were selected to enrich the
sample size of vertical curve sections with different forms.
*e test data with a lower speed have a larger relative error
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Figure 7: Normal distribution test of the data: (a) histogram; (b) P-P plot.

Table 4: Parameter values of the descriptive statistics test.

Descriptive analysis Shapiro–Wilk
Minimum Maximum Mean Variance Standard deviation Skewness Kurtosis Statistics df Sig.
15.71 24.32 20.23 4.904 2.214 −0.186 −0.762 0.978 35 0.681

Table 3: Test vehicles information.

Variable Specification
Vehicle type Passenger car SUV Medium truck Heavy-duty truck Tractor
Label Car I Car II Truck I Truck II Truck III
Mass (t) 1.65 1.88 15 28 40
Frontal area (m2) 1.80 2.0 5.64 5.64 6.08
Air resistance coefficient 0.35 0.50 0.50 0.46 0.656
Engine type Naturally aspirated Compression-ignition Xichai compression-ignition
Fuel type 92# gasoline −10# diesel
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than the test data with high speed, as the driver was required
to adjust to a cruising speed on the shorter flat road section
in front of the test section.

Table 6 shows that, for a downhill vertical curve with
terminal gradients not greater than the balance gradient and
for the uphill vertical curve as well, the carbon emission rates
are basically equal to those on the longitudinal slope with the
average gradient. *e test passenger cars and trucks in this
scenario are shown in nos. 1–19 and 1–13, respectively. *e
maximum relative error of the measured carbon emissions
of test vehicles following this rule is 9.85%.

When the test passenger cars and trucks traversed the
downhill vertical curve with one of the terminal gradients
greater than the balance gradient (nos. 20–22 and 14–22),
the carbon emission rate appears to be determined by the
balance gradient and terminal gradients. *ere is a large
difference between the carbon emission rates on the vertical
curve and those on the longitudinal slope with an average
gradient.

When the terminal gradients of the downhill vertical
curve are greater than the balance gradient, the carbon
emission rate is equal to that in the idle state.

*e carbon emission measurements of 12 test cases on
the symmetrical vertical curve sections are shown in Table 7.
*e maximum relative error of test vehicles between the
predicted and measured carbon emissions is 9.51%.

*e measured carbon emissions of car I, car II, truck I,
truck II, and truck III maintaining cruise speeds of 100 km/h
and 60 km/h on the flat section are 15.68 kg/100 km,
16.70 kg/100 km, 22.17 kg/100 km, 20.77 kg/100 km, and
60.30 kg/100 km and 79.55 kg/100 km, 79.06 kg/100 km,
103.68 kg/100 km, 108.74 kg/100 km, and 154.83 kg/100 km,
respectively. When the gradients at both ends of the sym-
metrical vertical curve are less than the balance gradient, the
carbon emission rate of any vehicle is almost equal to that on
the flat road; the maximum relative errors for passenger cars
and trucks are 8.88% and 8.22%, respectively. Compared to

the flat road section, the difference in carbon emissions
between the uphill and the downhill sections of the vertical
curve appear to offset each other. Moreover, there is no
energy loss due to braking as the vehicle travels downhill and
no additional propulsion energy during uphill driving.

When the terminal gradients of the symmetrical vertical
curve are greater than the balance gradient, the carbon
emission rate is greater than that on flat road. More driving
energy is necessary on the upward curve segment where the
gradient is greater than the balance gradient to offset the
braking energy loss during downhill driving. Carbon
emissions increase as the terminal gradients of the sym-
metrical vertical curve increase. In the design process, the
gradient of the longitudinal slope should be kept below the
balance gradient to minimize vehicle carbon emissions on
symmetrical vertical curve sections.

Table 7 also shows that the radius value of the sym-
metrical vertical curve has no effect on the carbon emission
rate.

*e tested carbon emission data of 19 test cases on the
asymmetric vertical curve sections are shown in Table 8. *e
maximum relative error of the predicted and measured
carbon emission data is 9.83%.

Tables 6–8 show that the proposed model has high re-
liability. *e carbon emission rate data of the five test ve-
hicles follow the same rule: the carbon emission rate of
vehicles on the vertical curve section is determined by the
terminal gradients regardless of the radius. Cumulative
carbon emissions are determined by the carbon emission
rate and driving distance. *e mileage of the vertical profile
section remains unchanged.*e carbon emissions of car I on
the vertical profile sections composed of various forms of
vertical curves are given in Table 9 as an example. *e
maximum relative errors of the tested and predicted cu-
mulative carbon emissions in this case are 8.37%.

*e field test data confirm that the quantitative CO2
emissionmodel on vertical curve and vertical profile sections
is valid, as is the vehicle CO2 emission rules on various forms
of vertical curve sections.

To further explore the distribution trends and dispersion
degrees of the simulation results, a descriptive statistical test
was performed on the residual values, as shown in Figure 8
and Table 10.

Figure 8(a) shows that the distribution of residuals
basically conforms to the normal distribution. Figure 8(b)
shows that the residuals are randomly arranged above and
below a straight line passing through the zero point and that
they have equal variances. As shown in Table 10, the absolute
value of kurtosis is less than 10 and the absolute value of
skewness is less than 3 [33]. *e descriptive statistical test
results indicate that the model residuals follow a normal
distribution.

3.2. Vertical Curve Indexes and Carbon Emissions on Vertical
Profile. *e actual vertical profile section is a combination of
longitudinal slopes and vertical curves. *e effects of radius
on the carbon emissions of vehicles on the vertical profile
section were also determined in this study followed by a

Table 5: Balance gradients of test vehicles under different velocity
conditions.

Road v (km/h)
Vehicles balance gradient (%)

Car I Car II Truck I Truck II Truck III

Road I

40 2.80 3.00 2.00 1.90 1.90
50 3.30 3.50 2.30 2.00 2.00
60 3.60 4.00 2.60 2.30 2.30
70 4.20 4.50 — — —
80 4.60 5.00 — — —

Road II

60 2.40 2.00 1.70 1.30 1.30
70 2.80 2.50 1.90 1.50 1.50
80 3.20 3.00 2.20 1.70 1.70
90 3.50 3.50 — — —
100 4.00 4.00 — — —

Road III

60 2.00 4.50 1.30 1.20 1.20
70 2.50 5.00 1.50 1.30 1.30
80 2.80 3.00 1.80 1.50 1.50
90 3.00 3.50 2.00 1.60 1.60
100 3.50 4.00 2.20 1.80 1.80
110 4.00 4.50 — — —
120 4.80 5.00 — — —
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sensitivity analysis of vertical curve design indexes on car-
bon emissions.*e indexes studied here include the gradient
and radius.

3.2.1. Effect of Radius on Carbon Emissions. *e vertical
profile was divided into six cases by the balance gradient
for analysis, as illustrated in Figure 9. *e design speci-
fication for highway alignment in China [32] recom-
mends a general radius of 1500m for the design speed of
60 km/h.

*e carbon emissions of car I on the vertical profile
sections of cases I–VI were obtained using the proposed
carbon emission model, as shown in Figure 10.

As shown in Figure 10(a), the carbon emissions of ve-
hicles are independent of radius in cases I–III and V.

When vehicles travel along the uphill vertical profile
sections of cases I-II, the carbon emission rate is equal to that
on the longitudinal slope section with the average gradient
regardless of the radius.*e radius has no effect on the height
difference to be overcome on the uphill vertical profile. *e
mileage of the vertical profile section is fixed. *erefore, the
cumulative carbon emissions remain unchanged. *e same
rule emerges in uphill vertical profile sections with terminal
gradients larger than the balance gradient.

In case III, the vehicles always require some amount of
driving force to traverse downhill vertical profiles with
gradients at any point less than the balance gradient, again
regardless of the radius. *e carbon emission rate and cu-
mulative carbon emissions are independent of the radius and
equal to those on the longitudinal slope with the average
gradient.

Table 7: Vehicle’s carbon emissions on symmetrical vertical curve sections.

*e carbon emissions of vehicles on the vertical curve with the terminal gradients greater than the balance gradient are indicated by green shading.

Table 8: Vehicle’s carbon emissions on asymmetric vertical curve sections.

No. v (km/h)
Indexes Predicted CO2 (kg/100 km) Tested CO2 (kg/100 km)

Diff. (%)
i1 (%) i2 (%) R (m) Car I Car II Truck I Truck II Truck III Car I Car II Truck I Truck II Truck III

1 100 0.8 −1.40 13000 15.15 18.76 54.81 65.69 95.08 14.82 19.49 56.94 62.41 96.66 5.26
2 100 1.4 −0.80 13000 18.02 22.03 73.72 97.16 140.15 16.62 24.22 69.86 92.43 136.12 9.05
3 100 1.476 −1.64 13000 16.20 19.95 61.68 77.39 111.70 15.61 21.55 59.50 78.04 108.65 7.44
4 100 1.64 −1.48 13000 16.98 20.84 66.85 85.73 123.78 16.24 19.16 65.83 90.93 122.60 8.77
5 100 1.5 −0.76 16000 18.36 22.41 75.92 100.83 145.41 17.42 21.44 77.69 98.47 140.60 5.40
6 100 0.76 −1.50 16000 14.82 18.38 52.60 62.04 89.82 15.51 16.89 54.35 59.88 84.99 8.80
7 100 1.7 −1.54 16000 16.97 20.83 66.78 85.67 123.65 18.41 22.65 65.46 83.70 121.21 8.04
8 100 1.54 −1.70 16000 16.21 19.96 61.74 77.69 112.08 15.63 21.75 58.88 79.11 109.36 8.24
9 100 −2.2 0.80 10000 13.24 16.58 42.52 49.48 71.20 14.65 15.75 46.47 46.04 74.57 9.63
10 100 −0.8 2.20 10000 19.94 24.21 86.32 118.14 170.20 21.63 22.92 80.31 112.21 172.73 7.82
11 100 2.44 −1.40 12000 19.08 23.23 80.65 108.70 156.68 18.38 21.43 74.64 101.05 158.81 8.39
12 100 1.4 −2.44 12000 14.10 17.56 48.84 60.69 87.23 12.95 18.53 46.91 59.30 86.91 8.89
13 100 −1.93 2.85 12000 18.79 22.90 78.76 106.75 153.64 18.47 22.66 76.85 108.10 153.05 2.48
14 100 −2.85 1.93 12000 14.39 17.88 52.40 67.87 97.42 13.83 16.97 52.46 70.88 102.58 5.39
15 100 3.2 −1.40 12000 20.90 25.30 92.62 128.62 185.23 23.13 26.67 85.08 123.81 183.09 9.66
16 100 1.4 −3.20 12000 12.28 15.49 41.20 51.45 73.65 11.61 14.52 39.20 52.10 76.84 6.65
17 60 −2.2 4.00 4800 21.88 26.13 103.34 156.84 223.35 20.16 27.99 99.52 153.41 214.47 8.55
18 60 −5 2.50 1500 12.61 15.39 51.59 76.66 107.89 11.55 16.46 48.74 71.04 109.04 9.21
19 60 6 −3.20 2000 24.28 28.85 120.67 187.33 266.87 22.55 29.01 109.87 181.19 252.71 9.83
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When the gradients at both ends of the symmetrical
vertical curve are not greater than the balance gradient (case
V), the carbon emission rate is equal to that on the flat section
regardless of the radius. *e extracarbon emissions on the
uphill section appear to offset the reduced carbon emissions

on the downhill section as compared with the flat sections.
*e cumulative carbon emissions on the symmetrical vertical
curve are the same as those on the equal-mileage flat section.

In case IV, the downhill vertical profile has one terminal
gradient greater than the balance gradient while the other is
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Figure 8: Normal distribution test of model residuals: (a) histogram; (b) P-P plot.

Table 10: Parameters of descriptive statistics test.

Minimum Maximum Mean Variance Standard deviation Skewness Kurtosis
−14.16 15.77 −0.46 10.682 3.268 0.753 5.676

Table 9: Cumulative carbon emissions of car I on vertical curve and vertical profile sections.

No. v (km/h)
Indicators Cumulative predicted CO2 emissions

(g) Cumulative tested CO2 emissions (g)
Diff. (%)

i1 (%) i2 (%) R (m) Lvpc (m)
Vertical curve Vertical profile Vertical curve Vertical profile

Forward Reverse Forward Reverse Forward Reverse Forward Reverse
1 100 1.2 0.6 54000 530 64.38 40.29 104.02 65.10 63.27 38.31 106.37 62.77 5.16
2 100 1.2 0.5 20000 530 27.14 17.53 102.75 66.37 28.25 16.65 105.86 69.43 5.29
3 100 3.5 2.2 24000 850 90.35 9.76 246.14 29.62 89.75 9.86 245.09 30.05 1.42
4 100 3.5 2.2 50000 850 188.23 20.33 246.14 27.72 179.06 21.93 242.41 26.53 7.29
5 60 4.5 1 4000 500 36.63 7.77 130.82 34.76 38.68 7.45 134.50 32.98 5.41
6 60 4.5 0.95 4600 500 42.53 9.23 130.23 34.88 40.69 9.21 132.41 35.61 4.53
7 60 4.45 1.1 9000 500 79.25 16.26 131.42 30.66 80.54 15.50 136.11 29.11 5.34
8 100 2 −2 16000 1160 106.17 106.17 192.44 192.44 99.77 100.14 182.66 182.66 6.42
9 100 2 −2 24000 1160 159.26 159.26 192.44 192.44 151.15 152.08 193.98 191.98 5.36
10 60 2 −2 16000 1160 112.49 112.49 203.88 203.88 107.09 108.54 200.08 189.18 7.77
11 60 2 −2 24000 1160 168.73 168.73 203.88 203.88 156.14 156.28 208.41 189.82 8.06
12 60 5 −5 1500 710 27.51 27.51 149.90 149.90 26.54 28.53 141.39 138.08 8.56
13 60 5.1 −5.08 5000 710 93.88 93.48 138.29 137.80 87.14 89.11 135.77 129.85 7.74
14 60 6 −5.88 2000 800 45.85 44.80 182.22 179.55 45.04 45.28 174.13 170.45 5.34
15 60 6.01 −6 5000 800 114.99 114.77 163.41 163.14 115.60 114.09 159.13 153.50 6.28
16 60 −4 4.05 1750 565 25.19 24.89 108.24 107.43 24.05 23.10 100.11 100.57 8.12
17 60 −3.95 4 4600 565 65.31 64.52 104.10 103.07 60.27 62.04 96.76 97.15 8.37
cLvp indicates the distance of vertical profile (m).
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not. *e cumulative carbon emissions in this case can be
obtained by the following equations:

CO2(R) � CVR i2 − i1(  + CiR i2 − i1( 
(n − 1)

2
, (55)

CO2(nR) � CVnR i2 − i1( , (56)

where CO2(R) and CO2(nR) are the cumulative carbon
emissions of a vehicle on the vertical curve with a radius of R
and nR, respectively. Cv is the carbon emission rate of a

vehicle on the vertical curve, and Ci is the carbon emission
rate of a vehicle on the back longitudinal slope.

According to equation (31), when i1 + i2 > 2iB, Ci > 2Cv.
*e length of the back longitudinal slope decreases as the
radius increases. Equations (55)-(56) also indicate that a
larger R reduces the mileage of the downhill section where
the vehicle needs driving force, thereby reducing its cu-
mulative carbon emissions.

In case VI, the terminal gradients of symmetrical vertical
profile are greater than the balance gradient, and the

i2 = 2.5% (case I)
i2 = 6% (case II)

i1 = 1%
10R R

(a)

i2 = 1%

i1 = 2.5% (case III)
i1 = 6% (case IV)

10R

R iB iB

(b)

i1 = i2 = 2% (case V)
i1 = i2 = 6% (case VI)

10R

R

i1 i2iB

iB iB

iB

(c)

i1 = i2 = 2% (case V)
i1 = i2 = 6% (case VI)

10R
i1 i2

RiB iB

iBiB

(d)

Figure 9: Six cases vertical curves in vertical profile: (a) uphill vertical curve; (b) downhill vertical curve; (c) symmetrical crest vertical curve;
(d) symmetrical sag vertical curve.
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Figure 10: Vehicle carbon emissions on vertical profile sections of cases I–VI: (a) carbon emission rate; (b) cumulative carbon emissions.
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cumulative carbon emissions can be obtained according to
the following equations:

CO2(R) � 2CVRi + CiRi(n − 1), (57)

CO2(nR) � 2CVnRi. (58)

*e extracarbon emission rates on the uphill section
were greater than the reduced carbon emission rates on the
downhill section. According to equation (49), Ci > 2Cv when
i> iE. *e length of the uphill section with the gradient
greater than the balance gradient decreases as the radius
increases. *is reduces the gravitational potential energy to
be overcome on the uphill slope. *e symmetrical vertical
profile in case VI, which was designed with a greater radius,
is conducive to the reduction of carbon emissions. *is is
consistent with the results presented by Ko et al. [1].

A larger radius results in less cumulative carbon emis-
sions on the downhill vertical profile in case IV and on the
symmetrical vertical profile in case VI. *e same rules were
found to apply for asymmetric vertical curve sections with
gradients larger than the balance gradient. *e radius is
irrelevant to the carbon emissions on the other forms of
vertical profile.

When a vertical curve is designed with a general radius
higher than the standard, it necessitates extra construction
costs for the earthwork for curve flattening [34]. *e
earthwork volumes in the test area were determined here
using the average area method under the assumptions that
the width of a two-lane highway was 7m and the cut side
slopes were 1 :1.5. *e driving conditions on the two-way
traffic lanes differ in case IV, so only the lane of the vertical
profile section in the downhill direction was analyzed here.
*e flattened-curvature design appears to reduce vehicle
engine loads and consequently reduced fuel consumptions
during the trips in terms of fuel costs. *e annual average
daily traffic on the vertical profile sections under cases IV
and VI was assumed to be 5000 pcu/d; traffic volumes for the
passenger cars and medium trucks accounted for 90% and
10% of the total, respectively. Emission reductions from
these curve designs may be beneficial in terms of societal and
public health. *e economic benefits from the carbon
emission reductions were monetized with unit values of
148.50 RMB per metric ton in 2019 [35].

*e Shaanxi Provincial Department of Transportation
provided relevant data in 2020 for Shaanxi Province,
China: the average cost of one cubic meter of earthwork
equals 7.4 RMB, and the average unit prices of gasoline
and diesel are 5.41 RMB and 5.02 RMB, respectively; the
average annual growth rate of passenger cars is 3%. Ta-
ble 11 lists the estimated benefits and costs on vertical
profile sections with the above-designed curves in cases IV
and VI accordingly. *e expected benefits and costs
during design periods were adjusted to 2019 dollars with a
3% discount rate for societal and public health costs and a
7% discount rate for fuel costs [36]. *e benefits generated
by the curve-flattening design are greater than the costs
under cases IV and VI for 16-year and 13-year design
periods, respectively.

On the downhill vertical profile in case IV, symmetrical
vertical profile in case VI, and asymmetric vertical profile
with the gradient larger than the balance gradient, the
flattened-curvature vertical curve design is beneficial to the
environment and economy throughout the life cycle of the
expressway.

3.2.2. Sensitivity Analysis. *e radius affects the vehicle’s
carbon emission rate on the vertical profile in cases IV and
VI. A schematic diagram of the sensitivity analysis results for
the gradient and radius under cases IV and VI is shown in
Figure 11; the carbon emission rate of car I was obtained
from the proposed carbon emission model.

In case IV, as radius increases by 10% from 1500m to
3000m, the carbon emission rate decreases by 24.68%. In
case VI, as the radius increases by 10% from 1500m to
3000m, the carbon emission rate decreases by 11.81%. In
case IV, as the front gradient increases by 10% from −6% to
0%, the carbon emission rate increases by 212.34%. *is is
consistent with the rule of equation (36). In case VI, as the
front gradient increases from −6% to 0% by 10%, the carbon
emissions rate decreases by 18.95%. *is trend is consistent
with equation (53).

Figure 11 shows that the influence of gradient on vehicle
carbon emissions across vertical profile sections in cases IV
and VI is more significant than that of the radius.

3.3. Discussion. *is paper proposes a carbon emission
model for vehicles on vertical curve sections based on Xu’s
energy conversion model on longitudinal slopes [9, 10] and
the IPCC conversion model [24]. Compared with the
existing carbon emission model, the model proposed has a
more sufficiently theoretical basis and is applicable to di-
rectly predict the carbon emissions of vehicles on vertical
curve sections under the current status of China. Ko et al. [1]
used MOVES to predict the carbon emissions on a sym-
metrical vertical curve section with the terminal gradients
greater than the balance gradient.*e larger the radius is, the
less the carbon emissions are produced. *is is consistent
with the results of this study. Specifically, the larger the
radius, the less the carbon emission rate in this scenario. *e
carbon emission model proposed reveals that the basic
reason is the mileage where additional driving fuel and
braking energy losses is reduced. It also shows that the
gradient has a greater influence on the carbon emission rate
than the radius in this scenario.

*is study centers on the carbon emissions of vehicles on
vertical curve sections. *e horizontal alignment was re-
quired to be straight or with a radius greater than 2000m
during the field test, which eliminated the influence of
horizontal alignment on vehicle carbon emissions. *e in-
fluence of vertical curve design indicators on the carbon
emissions of common passenger cars and trucks was ex-
plored here where the vehicle was assumed to travel at a
cruising speed, thus eliminating the influence of velocity
fluctuations on carbon emissions. *e quantitative carbon
emission model has limited ability to forecast the carbon
emissions of vehicles on vertical curve sections when
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fluctuating in speed during travel.*e propulsive energy of a
vehicle with fluctuating speed is closely related to its inertial
resistance during acceleration and the characteristics of its
engine gearbox [18]. *ese factors should be considered in
future studies to more accurately estimate real-world driving
conditions.

Five typical vehicles comprising majority of highway
traffic in China were selected as the test vehicles in this study.
Different regions have different fuel characteristics, vehicle
performance, road pavement types, and pavement condi-
tions. *e model presented here can be modified by
adjusting certain parameters (e.g., vehicle type, engine type,
fuel type, road condition, vehicle load, frontal area, and tire
type) for application of other types of fuel-powered vehicles
in other regions. Mechanical efficiency and fuel utilization
rates were also idealized here, which may have had some
impact on the results.

4. Conclusion

*e model proposed in this paper was shown to accurately
quantify the fuel consumption and carbon emissions of
vehicles on vertical curve sections in China. *e carbon
emission rules on different forms of vertical curves as well as
the influence of vertical curve indicators (gradient and ra-
dius) on carbon emissions were determined. *e results can
reduce the uncertainty in engineering judgments for

environmentally friendly highway vertical profile designs.
*e main findings can be summarized as follows:

(1) *e vehicle’s carbon emission rate on the vertical
curve is independent of the radius, as well as the crest
or sag form of the vertical curve. *e carbon
emission rate of vehicle on the vertical curve is
determined by the difference between the terminal
gradients of the vertical curve and balance gradient.

(2) When a vehicle traverses a vertical curve with an
uphill trend, the height difference that the vehicle
needs to overcome is fixed; the carbon emission rate
is equal to that on the longitudinal slope with the
average gradient. When the terminal gradients of the
downhill vertical curve are both less than the balance
gradient, driving energy is required during the travel,
and the carbon emission rate is determined by the
terminal gradients. When a vehicle travels downhill
on a vertical curve with one of the terminal gradients
greater than the balance gradient, braking is nec-
essary at certain road sections to maintain the cruise
speed; the vehicle’s carbon emission rate is thus
determined by terminal gradients and balance gra-
dient. When the terminal gradients of the downhill
vertical curve are greater than the balance gradient,
vehicle can slide downhill in the gear position and
the carbon emission rate is equal to that during
idling.

(3) When the gradients at both ends of the symmetrical
vertical curve are less than the balance gradient, the
carbon emission rate of the vehicle is almost equal to
that on the flat road section; the uphill and downhill
sections balance each other. When the terminal
gradients of the symmetrical vertical curve are
greater than the balance gradient, the carbon
emission rate is greater than that on flat sections.
More driving energy is needed on the upward curve
segment where the gradient is greater than the
balance gradient to offset the braking energy loss
during downhill driving. *e greater the carbon
emission rate increases as the terminal gradients
increase.

(4) On the vertical profile composed of downhill/
asymmetric/symmetrical vertical curves and with a
gradient greater than the balance gradient, the car-
bon emission rate is determined by the gradients and
radius. A larger radius results in a smaller carbon
emission rate because the mileage and driving force
are reduced on downhill sections with gradients less
than the balance gradient and on uphill sections with
gradients greater than the balance gradient. *e

Table 11: Estimated benefits and costs on vertical profile sections.

Case Extra construction cost (RMB) Fuel cost saving (RMB) Health cost saving (RMB)
Benefit-cost ratio

13 years 16 years
IV 219.31 50.37 3.12 0.77 1.02
VI 2539.06 779.48 50.44 1.03 1.37
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radius has less impact on the carbon emission rate of
vehicles on these vertical profile sections than the
terminal gradients of the vertical curve. *e radius is
irrelevant to the carbon emission rate on other forms
of vertical profile.

(5) *e gradient should be kept below the balance
gradient in the vertical profile design to conserve
energy and minimize carbon emissions from two-
way traffic. If the gradient requirements cannot be
met due to terrain restrictions or other reasons, the
radii of the downhill vertical curve, symmetrical
vertical curve, and asymmetric vertical curve should
be increased to reduce carbon emissions.
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